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ALLIANZ RISK BAROMETER: BUSINESS RISKS 2017



Executive Summary The sixth annual Allianz Risk Barometer identifies the top corporate perils, and potential responses, for 2017, based on the insight of more than 1,200 risk experts from 50+ countries.



Top 10 Global Business Risks for 2017 Business interruption



Market developments



(incl. supply chain disruption and vulnerability)



(volatility, intensified competition/ new entrants, M&A, market stagnation, market fluctuation)



37%



2016: 38% (1)



Cyber incidents (cyber crime, IT failure, data breaches, etc.)



Companies worldwide are bracing themselves for a year of increased uncertainty, driven by growing concerns over political, legal and regulatory developments around the globe. Digital dilemmas such as the impact of new technologies on the risk profile of industries and cyber incidents are a rising concern as well, while natural catastrophe activity remains high on the agenda. But what troubles businesses most are actual or anticipated losses from a business interruption. page 4  Business interruption is the top risk for the fifth year in succession, but new triggers continue to emerge. Perils such as natural catastrophes and fires are the causes businesses fear most, but the nature of the risk is shifting increasingly towards non-damage events. A cyber incident or the indirect impact of an act of terrorism or political violence are events that can result in large losses without causing physical damage. More of these types of events are expected to occur in future. page 7  Companies will need to invest more resources into better monitoring of politics and policy-making around the world in order to anticipate, and adapt to, any sudden changes of rules that could impact business models and markets. This comes amid fears of increasing protectionism and anti-globalization, which could produce a business interruption threat of a different kind. page 6  Terrorism risk is rising and a business does not have to be the direct victim of an act to feel the effects. Locations can become inaccessible and supply chains impacted in the wake of an attack. The growing risk of political violence, acts such as war, civil war, insurrection and other politically motivated incidents, which focus on countries rather than certain locations, should also not



be underestimated, as the impact for global businesses can be much greater and longer-lasting. page 9  Market developments ranks as the second top risk for businesses overall but the top perils vary by industry sector. Increasing reliance on technology and automation is transforming, and disrupting, companies across all industry sectors. Digitalization is shifting the nature of corporate assets from mostly physical to increasingly intangible, producing new risks as well as benefits. page 10  For the fourth year in succession businesses are more concerned about cyber incidents. The threat now goes far beyond hacking and privacy and data breaches, although new data protection regulations will exacerbate the fall-out from these events for businesses. Technical IT failure or human error can also result in costly damages. The digitalized production or Industry 4.0 environment means failure to interpret or submit data correctly can halt production. page 14  There are significant local and regional differences in the top 10 risks around the world. Market and macroeconomic developments rank as the top two risks in the Africa & Middle East region. Concern about cyber incidents climbs to second position in Europe. page 16  The rise of new technology and the shift from physical asset protection to intangible risks means the insurance model is also evolving. Today’s risk management world is more fluid and data-driven and intangible risks in particular require specialist services such as forensic IT support or crisis management. Demand is also expected to increase for new insurance coverages such as cyber and nondamage business interruption insurance, as companies look to protect against an increasing range of exposures.



To see full Risk Barometer 2017 Rankings click here 



30%



2016: 28% (3)



Changes in legislation and regulation (government change, economic sanctions, protectionism, etc.)



24%



2016: 24% (5)



Fire, explosion



16%



2016: 16% (8)



Loss of reputation or brand value



13%



2016: 18% (7)



For methodology, see page 4. Source: Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
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31%



2016: 34% (2)



Natural catastrophes (e.g. storm, flood, earthquake)



24%



2016: 24% (4)
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Macroeconomic developments (austerity programs, commodity price increase, deflation, inflation)



22%



2016: 22% (6)



Political risks and violence (war, terrorism, etc.)



14%



2016: 11% (9)



New technologies (e.g impact of increasing interconnectivity, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, 3D printing, drones, etc.)



12%



2016: 10% (11)
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Snapshot: Top Business Risks Around The World in 2017 France Canada Top risk Business interruption Market developments Quality deficiencies, product recall “Recent events, such as the wildfires in Fort McMurray, have highlighted the issues companies face with BI. Also, with the tendency toward just-in-time manufacturing, BI becomes a critical concern.” Robert Fellows, Head of Market Management, AGCS Canada



Top risk Business interruption Cyber incidents Political risks (war, terrorism) “While BI is a top concern, other uncertainties regarding the near future are also prominent, such as market and legislative/government developments. The audience is anticipating major changes.” Thierry Van Santen, CEO, AGCS France



Click here to see the full list of top 10 business risks for each region and for 25 different countries 



UK Macroeconomic developments “Inflexibility in the face of change is the biggest risk to our customers and us. Technological change is impacting our clients’ business models, from where and how they earn revenue, to the blurring of old business segment definitions.” Brian Kirwan, CEO, AGCS UK



Spain Cyber risk Quality deficiencies, product recall “The growing level of outsourced activities have made production processes more vulnerable in terms of interruption. The alternative production capacity of many organizations has been reduced.” Juan Manuel Negro, CEO, AGCS Spain



US Top risk Business interruption



Top risk Cyber incidents Political risks (war, terrorism)



Brexit



Top risk Business interruption



New technologies “Increasing interconnectivity in an industry 4.0 environment and sophistication of cyber- attacks pose a huge risk for German corporates. We see increased activities of lawmakers and higher management awareness with comprehensive cyber risk strategies emerging.” Andreas Berger, CEO, AGCS Central and Eastern Europe



Italy Top risk Business interruption



China Top risk Market developments



Market developments



Natural catastrophes



Natural catastrophes



Fire, explosion



“The earthquakes in central Italy during 2016 have reignited discussion about how to improve prevention and to better finance risks in order to depend less on government aid, which is harder to get in this era of budget restrictions.” Nicola Mancino, CEO, AGCS Italy



Australia Top risk Business interruption Cyber incidents New technologies



Japan



Cyber incidents



Top risk Natural catastrophes



Regulation/government change “The need for real data or information on risk exposures, both tangible and intangible, in an environment that is continuously changing with new suppliers and geographical locations is critical.” Thomas Varney, Regional Manager, Americas, Allianz Risk Consulting



Germany



Top risk Cyber incidents



Nigeria Top risk Macroeconomic developments Market developments Theft, fraud, corruption



South Africa Top risk Cyber incidents Market developments Talent shortage “Nigeria and South Africa continue to face a trio of challenges: low commodity prices, the Chinese slowdown and the tightening of US monetary policy.” Delphine Maidou, CEO, AGCS Africa



Business interruption Quality deficiencies, product recall



Singapore Top risk Business interruption Loss of reputation Cyber incidents “The widening web of interconnectivity is changing claims trends. A key trend in Asia is the rise in product recall claims. This risk impacts supply chains and brand value of companies. We’ve had a few large cases in the food and beverage and electronics space, leading to a demand for recall cover. “ Mark Mitchell, CEO, AGCS Asia



This risk map shows the top risk for businesses in selected countries. It also shows rising risk concerns across these territories year-on-year. Source: Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
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The Allianz Risk Barometer 2017 response findings BI tops the list The impact of business interruption (incl. supply chain disruption), market developments (volatility, intensified competition/new entrants, M&A and market stagnation), cyber incidents (cyber crime, IT failure, data breaches), natural catastrophes and changes in legislation and regulation (goverment change, economic sanctions, protectionism, etc.) are the major risks occupying the attention of companies at the start of 2017, according to the sixth annual Allianz Risk Barometer, which surveys over 1,200 risk managers and corporate insurance experts from more than 50 countries. Business interruption (BI) remains the top peril for the fifth year in succession, with 37% of responses rating it as one of the three most important risks companies face in 2017. Many of the top 10 risks in this year’s barometer can have severe BI implications; evidence that a shift in BI risk is occurring. In today’s interconnected industrial world, the reasons for BI are expanding from



Risk Barometer Methodology The sixth annual Allianz Risk Barometer was conducted among Allianz corporate clients and brokers. It also surveyed risk consultants, underwriters, senior managers and claims experts of Allianz entities around the globe. Respondents were questioned during October and November 2016. The survey focused on large and small to mid-sized companies. There were a record 1,237 respondents from a total of 55 countries. As multiple answers for up to two industries were possible, 4,679 answers were delivered. Participants were asked to select industries about which they are particularly knowledgeable and name up to three risks they believe to be of most importance. Most answers were for large enterprises (over €500m/$520m revenue) [2,325 responses, 50%]. Small enterprises (below €250m revenue) contributed 1,275 responses (27%) while mid-sized enterprises (€251m to €500m revenue) produced 1,079 responses (23%). Risk experts from 21 industry sectors were featured. Ranking changes in the Risk Barometer are determined by positions year-on-year, ahead of percentages.



damage-driven events, such as natural catastrophe or fire incidents, to intangible hazards or formerly uninsurable events. For example, a cyber incident, or the indirect impact of a terrorism or political violence event, such as denial of access to the affected location afterwards, can result in a large loss of income for companies, without them actually suffering a physical loss. Market developments remain a priority concern for businesses, occupying second position in the Risk Barometer rankings (31% of responses). In addition to the concerns expressed about impact of volatile and stagnant markets and M&A, increasing digitalization and deployment of new technologies is also impacting existing business models and industry risk profiles, results show. For example, the new liability scenarios and changes in loss activity patterns anticipated from deployment of new technologies, means this risk appears in the top 10 global risks for the first time with 12% of responses, up year-on-year. Meanwhile, more than half of responses (53%), across all industries, cited increasing digitalization and use of new technologies as the most prominent trend currently transforming their business sector. Cyber incidents continues its rapid recent climb up the Risk Barometer rankings, occupying third position with 30% of responses, again up year-on-year. Four years ago this peril ranked 15th in the top global risks, with just 6% of responses. Today, the results indicate that cyber risk occupies a significant portion of a company’s exposure map. The risk now goes far and beyond the issue of privacy and data breaches. A single incident, be it a technical glitch, human error or an attack, can lead to severe business interruption, loss of market share and cause reputational damage. Of the top 10 global risks in the 2017 Allianz Risk Barometer, a cyber incident could be a potential root cause or trigger for 50% of them. In addition, the toughening of data protection regulation regimes around the world is also contributing to this risk being at the forefront of risk managers’ minds, as penalties for non-compliance are increasingly severe. The growing sophistication of cyber-attacks is the impact of increasing digitalization companies fear most (45% of responses), while cyber risk is also the top long-term peril (42%), results show. However, cyber incidents ranks
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just sixth for small-sized companies ( 
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Allianz Risk Barometer 2017 - Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty 

Weltweit stellen sich die Unternehmen auf ein Jahr der. Unsicherheit ein, die durch zunehmende Besorgnis Ã¼ber politische, rechtliche und regulatorische Entwicklungen weltweit angetrieben wird. Digitale Dilemmata, wie die Auswirkungen neuer Technolog
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Allianz Risk Barometer Die 10 wichtigsten GeschÃ¤ftsrisiken 2017 

sind weiterhin die Ursachen, die Unternehmen am meisten fÃ¼rchten, aber die Art des ..... Varney, Head of Allianz Risk Consulting, Americas. Viele Faktoren, wie ...
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Allianz Risk Barometer Die 10 wichtigsten GeschÃ¤ftsrisiken 2017 

Sorgfalt bei der Zusammenstellung Ã¼bernehmen weder Verleger noch Herausgeber die Verantwortung fÃ¼r Fehler oder. Auslassungen sowie fÃ¼r irgendwelche ...
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Allianz 

Hoofdstuk VI Schadegevallen en rechtsvorderingen . ...... Verkoop van het wrak. Wij verkopen het wrak voor rekening van de eigenaar. Daarom moet u ons ...
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Allianz @ 

doch Kfz-Haupt- und Nebengewerbe, Taxi-, Mietwagen- und ... fÃ¼r die Allianz Kfz-Versicherung Von Nutz- und Flottenfahrzeugen (AKB-NF - FKRB 260/02). " 'r " .
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Allianz AWS 

Chapitre I. Objet et Ã©tendue de l'assurance ................................................................................................................. 4. Chapitre II Description et modification du risque - DÃ©clarations du preneur d'assurance
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2015 - Deutsche Evangelische Allianz 

und H. Nikesch, Info: [email protected], ..... den Raum und kÃ¼ndigt an, sofort aus dem Elternhaus auszuziehen. ...... BLZ: 520 604 10, Konto: 416 800.
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GEBETs - Evangelische Allianz Erlangen 

09.01.2017 - eine Spende wird erbeten. 9. APRIL 2017. Elia: Hier ... Anliegen sammeln, die jeder mitbringt: sie kÃ¶nnen von der politischen GroÃŸwetterlage ...
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Seminar Allianz - AUMA 

08.04.2014 - Messetraining und Coaching ... training und coaching, das speziell auf Ihr Unterneh ... Umfassende Beratung und Betreuung wÃ¤hrend des.
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Allianz MTV Stuttgart 

bei der Volleyball Abteilung Allianz MTV Stuttgart. Allianz MTV Stuttgart. 1. Bundesliga Volleyball Frauen. Volleyball Akademie. Die Volleyball Akademie von der Jugend bis zur 2. Bundesliga. MTV Stuttgart. Der Hauptverein MTV Stuttgart.
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Allianz Route AWS 

07.04.2017 - 12. 1. Vos responsabilitÃ©s garanties et votre dÃ©fense. 13. Article 1 â€“ Garantie ResponsabilitÃ© civile (dommages causÃ©s Ã  autrui). 13. Article 2 â€“ DÃ©fense Civile et Avance sur IndemnitÃ©. 15. Article 3 â€“ DÃ©fense PÃ©nale et Re
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Allianz MTV Stuttgart 

bei der Volleyball Abteilung Allianz MTV Stuttgart. Allianz MTV Stuttgart. 1. Bundesliga Volleyball Frauen. Volleyball Akademie. Die Volleyball Akademie von der Jugend bis zur 2. Bundesliga. MTV Stuttgart. Der Hauptverein MTV Stuttgart.
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bei Allianz Gruppe 

Die Allianz Gruppe Ã–sterreich entwickelt am Standort Wien eigenstÃ¤ndige IT-LÃ¶sungen, welche in den weltweiten Niederlassungen der Allianz Gruppe ...
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2015 - Deutsche Evangelische Allianz 

und H. Nikesch, Info: [email protected], ...... erstellen wir das 30-Tage-Gebet fÃ¼r die islamische Welt. â€“ dass du jeden ...... BLZ: 520 604 10, Konto: 416 800.
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Ski Allianz Ski Allianz Oberstdorf Kleinwalsertal 

11.06.2010 - Methode: Schriftliche Befragung (online oder Papier) .... TagesgÃ¤ste sind dringend notwendig um die Anlagen und den Betrieb finanzieren zu.
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mapfre global risks 

11 feb. 2015 - 1) Incluye BANKINTER VIDA, CCM VIDA Y PENSIONES y UNIÓN DUERO VIDA. 2) Se incluyen para ambos ejercicios
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die gescheiterte allianz oesterreichungarn england 

The Book die gescheiterte allianz oesterreichungarn england und das deutsche reich in der aera is free to download and read online at Online Ebook Library.
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Die Allianz von Cartignol-Leseprobe 

zu helfen hatten sie gelacht. Doch auch damit wÃ¤re er fertig geworden. Benny war kein besonders beliebter SchÃ¼ler oder hatte viele Freunde. Doch auf eine Per ...
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Allianz fÃ¼r Oberstdorf AO 

Allianz fÃ¼r Oberstdorf AO/FDP mit eigener Liste fÃ¼r den Gemeinderat. Oberstdorf (ao). Bei einem ... Fraktion im Marktgemeinderat Oberstdorf. FDP. Die Liberalen ...
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Allianz fÃ¼r Oberstdorf AO 

27.11.2013 - AO/FDP-BÃ¼rgermeisterkandidat Stephan Thomae stellt fest, dass Organisation und Finanzierung von herausragenden Kulturveranstaltungen ...
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GebietsleiterIn Vertrieb bei Allianz Gruppe 

Wien als. GebietsleiterIn Vertrieb. Sie sorgen fÃ¼r Spitzenleistungen Ihrer MitarbeiterInnen, verantworten alle Produktsparten der Allianz. Elementar und sichern ...
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FAQ Ferien Paradies.tv Allianz CH 
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GrÃ¼nde fÃ¼r alternative Investments - Allianz Global Investors 

che) Anleihen eine feste. Verzinsung (Kuponzah- lung). 3 WÃ¤hrend eine weniger als perfekte Korrelation mit globalen AktienertrÃ¤- gen Diversifikationspo- tenzial bietet, gehen. Finanzmarktturbulenzen tendenziell mit steigen- den Korrelationen einher
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buchstabe und maschine beschreibung einer allianz 

Are you looking for buchstabe und maschine beschreibung einer allianz edition PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download buchstabe und maschine ...
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